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Abstract—This paper deals with Development and Analysis of Hindi-Urdu parallel corpus. One of the tasks is 

alignment of sentences and words in two corpus. So the eventual goal of alignment work is to find the 

sentences and word correspondence. For this task bilingual Hindi-Urdu corpus has been collected from the 

university. The algorithm takes text file as input and output of this algorithm is in XML format. The alignment 

algorithm uses the concept of sentence length of a text is highly correlated with the length of its translation, so 

we use the length of text in words. This simple approach has shown good results. An evaluation was 

performed based on parallel corpus from different fields and all the words were correctly aligned. In the end, 

we make an analysis of words having multiple translations. The variation of accuracy is depending on the 

corpus considered, however the method can also be useful for many language pairs (languages which are 

phonetically similar to each other). 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

In computational linguistics, a corpus is a collection of spoken or written utterances of natural languages 

usually access in electronic form. There are several ways of classifying corpora into different types and 

categories according to the properties. One ways is to distinguish between corpora that include only one 

language (monolingual corpora) and corpora that include several languages (multilingual corpora). Multilingual 

corpora can be divided into parallel and non parallel corpora. Parallel corpora are referred to as natural 
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language utterances and their translation with alignment between corresponding segments in different 

languages.  

Parallel corpora usually contain a common source document and one or more translation of this source (target 

documents). Bilingual parallel corpora are sometimes called bitexts and corresponding parts within these 

corpora are called bitext segments.  Parallel corpora are been exploited in man studies. Many application use 

parallel corpora for translation studies and for tasks in multilingual natural language processing (NLP).bilingual 

concordances have been used for some years in order to support human translation. In recent years, parallel 

corpora have become more widely available and serve as a source for data-driven NLP tasks.  

A. Alignment of parallel corpus 

A parallel corpus is a text in one language together with its translation in another language. Parallel corpus 

is usually defined as a collection of original texts translated to another language where the texts, paragraphs, 

sentences and words are typically linked to each other. 

Alignment of corpus is basically of three types: 

• Paragraph-wise 

• Sentence –wise 

• Word-wise 

Paragraph-wise: Paragraph alignment of parallel corpus is the identification of the corresponding paragraph in 

both of parallel text in terms of number of sentences in it. 

Sentences-wise: Sentence alignment of parallel corpus is the identification of the corresponding sentences in 

the both halves of the parallel text. Alignments of parallel corpora at sentences are prerequisite for many areas 

of linguistic research. During translation, sentences can be spilt, merged, deleted, inserted or changed in 

order. Basically the shorter sentences are aligned with shorter sentences and longer sentences are aligned 

with longer sentences. 

Word-wise: Word alignment of parallel corpus is the identification of the corresponding words in both halves of 

the parallel text. Automatic word alignment means that without the human interaction the parallel corpus 

should be aligned with the machine accurately. We use standard techniques for the establishment of links 

between source and target language segment that are explained 

 

B. Role of automatic alignment in parallel corpus 

Alignment in bilingual corpora has been an active research topic in the machine translation research 

groups. The subject of aligning the parallel corpora is expanding rapidly, particularly because of bottom up 
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machine translation paradigms such as example based machine translation and statistical machine translation. 

Text alignment is not used for the tasks such as bilingual lexicography or machine translation, but also in other 

language processing applications such as multilingual information retrieval (IR) and word sense 

disambiguation. Whilst resources like bilingual dictionaries and parallel grammars helps to improve machine 

translation quality, text alignment, by alignment two texts at various levels. For example documents, sections, 

paragraph, sentences and words help in the creation of such lexical resources. 

Word alignment in bilingual corpus forms the foundation of most current approaches to statistical machine 

translation. Although the best performing systems are “phrase-based”, but possible phrase translation are 

normally first extracted from word aligned bilingual text segments. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

The lack of previous work on texts between Hindi and Urdu is the most prominent motivation for carrying out 

research in this field. The objective for this paper is alignment of parallel bilingual corpora of Hindi and Urdu. 

The alignment would follow from sentences alignment to an alignment of corresponding words and store them 

in xml file. The sentences will align such that the pair will be consisted of Hindi sentence and corresponding 

translated Urdu sentence.  The lack of previous work on texts between Hindi and Urdu is the most prominent 

motivation for making a research in this field. There is a high similarity between Hindi and Urdu languages. 

This similarity makes one to guess intuitively that length based methods or methods using cognates will give 

good results for alignment of Hindi- Urdu texts. These languages are grammatically similar due to which we 

can align at word level .But we have to do concrete studies to prove or disprove such intuitions.  

Basically our corpus is based on word alignment which allows for 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1 word alignments within a 

sentence. In some cases, there are certain words which, instead of being phonetically same, are divided into 

and represented as two words in the other language. These cases would require a 1:2 or 2:1 alignment of 

words. 

Our first aim of the study is to see the efficiency of proposed methods for the languages in Hindi texts and 

make modification such that it will give better results for Hindi and Urdu parallel corpus. 

Second aim is to do the analysis of parallel corpus in which we generate the automatic bilingual dictionary of 

aligned words and find the multiple translation words. 

 

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION  

Basic concepts: 
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  Source text is the Hindi text. This text is collected from the university. This is paragraph aligned text. The 

format of these files is in Unicode standard. The font used in these files is Arial MS Unicode. The texts are 

encoded by using UTF-8. 

Target text is the Urdu text which is the exact translation of the source text. This text is collection from 

university. This is a paragraph aligned text. 

Sentences alignment means deciding which pair of sentences can be the translation of each other in source 

and target language. In sentence alignment, we are taking care of 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1 alignment of sentences in 

both the languages. 

Word alignment means deciding which pair of words can be the translation of each other in source and target 

language. In word alignment, we are taking care of 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1 word alignment .Result means after 

deciding which pairs of sentences and words are matched are taken and stored in XML format. 

An overview of alignment algorithm: 

  In order to keep high precision in sentences and word alignment, several steps are used with the human and 

computer cooperation. 

 

 

 

A. Sentence Alignment  

Taking into account one aligned text pair at a time, the sentence alignment algorithm aligns sentences. We 

can very well employ length based method proposed by Gale and Church (1993) based on number of words 

for sentence alignment. 
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 Assumptions: Assumptions for aligning sentences in Hindi and Urdu in this case are that firstly, the text being 

sent for sentence alignment should be aligned well; mapping of multiple sentences at once should not exceed 

1:2 or 2:1. The program does not take into consideration the case where zero sentences in one case align to 

one or more than one sentences in another.  

The algorithm starts by taking one sentence each from both the text. Then lengths of both sentences are 

compared according to the length relation by counting the number of words in two sentences. There can be 

three cases: Hindi sentence is longer than the Urdu sentence, Urdu sentence is longer than the Hindi sentence 

or both are similar in length. 

 If Hindi sentence is longer than Urdu sentence, it implies that it may refer to two sentences in the Urdu text. 

The thing here to check is the difference between the number of words in Hindi sentence and the number of 

words in the Urdu sentence is less than or equal to 20%. Then this 1:2 alignment is carried out. 

If Urdu sentence is longer than Hindi sentence, it implies that it may refer to two sentences in the Hindi text. 

The thing her to check is the difference between the number of words in Urdu sentence and the number of 

words in the Hindi sentence is less than or equal to 20%. Then this 2:1 alignment is carried out 

If neither of 2:1 or 1:2 alignments is possible, then simple 1:1 alignment is done. 

The sentence pointers in the text are increased accordingly and the next pair of sentence is considered. This 

process is repeated till all the sentences of Hindi and Urdu in the paragraph are aligned. When the suitable 

candidates for sentence alignment are found, three things have to be done, the sentences are sent for word 

alignment, aligned sentences are written to the XML files and then sentence pointers with in the text are 

incremented accordingly. 

 Algorithm 

1. Get the Hindi and Urdu text to be aligned 

2. Set i to the first Hindi sentences and j to the first Urdu sentence in the respective text. 

3. Count the number of words in both Hindi and Urdu sentence. 

3.1. If the difference between the numbers of words in Hindi sentence at ith position and the total number of 

words in the Urdu sentence at jth and j+1th position is less than 20%, then 

•  Align the Hindi sentence at ith  position with two Urdu Sentences at jth  and j+1th positions 

•  Write the sentences to the output file 

•  Set i to i+1 

•  Set j to j+2 

•  Continue loop 

Else 
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3.2. If the difference between the number of words in Urdu sentence at jth position and the total number of 

words in the Hindi sentences at ith  and i+1th  position is less than 20%, then 

• Align Hindi sentences at ith and i+1th positions with the Urdu sentence at jth position 

•  Write the sentences to output file 

•  Set i to i+2 

•  Set j to j+1 

•  Continue loop 

 

3.3. Else 

•  Align the Hindi sentence at ith  position with Urdu sentence at jth  position 

•  Set i to i+1 

•  Set j to j +1 

•  Continue loop 

B. Word Alignment 

One pair of sentences at a time is sent for word alignment. One thing to note is that this algorithm works 

well if order of words in sentences is nearly same. In case of Hindi and Urdu, which have a lot of similarity in 

their spoken form and have same phonetic sequences for common words, one obvious approach for word 

alignment could be based on cognates, as proposed by Church (1993). 

 

Assumptions: The assumptions for word alignment are that firstly, multiple alignments should again not exceed 

more than 1:2 or 2:1. In cases it does, the algorithm would not perform well. Secondly, order of words in the 

sentence should be similar. 

In word alignment, we use stop word to split the sentence into parts and generate a sentence id for each part 

of the sentence. Stop words are the words that are commonly occurring in the sentences. At a time one 

sentence id is sent for word alignment. 

The process of word alignment starts in a similar fashion as sentence alignment, taking one word each from 

both the sentences. Again three conditions arise, one Hindi word corresponds to two Urdu words, two Hindi 

words correspond to one Urdu word or one Hindi word corresponds to one Urdu word. In order to consider all 

three, scores are calculated by counting the number of character in words of both languages and according to 
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which words are aligned. Those words are then written to the output file and word pointers within the sentence 

are accordingly incremented.  

However, in case of Hindi characters, one character necessarily corresponds to only one sound. But in certain 

cases, where one character in Hindi is a “combination of two sounds”, the phonetically corresponding 

character to it in the Urdu language is often written as a sequence of two characters instead of one character. 

For example, the character “भ” in Hindi have same sound “bha” which is the combination of  sound “bha” and 

“ha” and the corresponding character in  Urdu is which is encoded as”بھ “ which is composed of two characters 

in Urdu “ب” and “ھ”. So the word length in two language are not exactly same but it can differ to some extended.  

The pivotal issue here is the calculation of scores by counting the no of characters in each corresponding 

words in Hindi and Urdu. 

Algorithm  

1. Get the Hindi and Urdu sentences to be aligned. 

2. Spilt both the sentence into parts using stop words and generate a sentence id for each part. Then 

send one id at a time of both the sentences for word alignment. 

3. Get i be the first Hindi word in the Hindi sentence and j be the first Urdu word in Urdu sentences. 

4. Count the number of character in both Hindi and Urdu word. 

.     4.1 If the difference between the number of character in Hindi word at ith position     and the total number of 

characters in the Urdu word at jth and j+1th position is less                                                                 than or 

equal to 20%, then 

• Align the Hindi word at ith  position with two Urdu words at jth  and j+1th  positions 

•  Write the words to the output file 

•  Set i to i+1 

•  Set j to j+2 

•  Continue loop 

Else 

 

 4.2.1If the difference between the number of character in Urdu word at jth  position and the total number of 

characters in the Hindi word at ith  and i+1th  position is less than  or equal to 20%, then 

• Align the Hindi word at ith and i+1th position with two Urdu words at jth positions. 

•  Write the words to the output file 

•  Set i to i+2 
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•  Set j to j+1 

•  Continue loop 

4.3. Else 

•  Align the Hindi sentence at ith  position with Urdu sentence at jth  position 

•  Set i to i+1 

•  Set j to j +1 

•  Continue loop 

 

C. Stop words   

During the process of word alignment, first we have to create a bilingual dictionary by taking the common 

words from both the languages which are commonly occurring in sentences. These words are called stop 

words. Following is the bilingual dictionary of Hindi Urdu words. 

 

 

 

D. Project user interface 

This project is based on aligning of sentences and words of parallel Hindi Urdu bilingual text. The font used for 

both the text files is MS Unicode. The files are read and the context of file id is splitted into sentences. The 

result of splitting is assigned to string .then the resulting is returned to our main part of the program which uses 

this for word alignment process. The interface for this program is to input the two files: one for Hindi and one 

for Urdu where each one is the machine translation of other. The aligner will do the sentence and word 

alignment of two input files and store result in XML files. Following are the two input file. 

Fig. Input hindi file 
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Fig. Input Urdu file 

 

 

The aligner will do the sentence and word alignment of two input files and store result in XML files. Following is 

the result of aligner. 

Fig. Final XML file 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Result 

  The average accuracy of the algorithm comes out to be sentence alignment being 95% and word alignment- 

75.55%. Basically the accuracy is dependent upon the complexity of the corpus, more the complexity less the 

accuracy. Complexity means how the distribution of words is in the target file .if any of these categories 1:2 

and 2:1 occur simultaneously in a one sentence then it will be difficult for the program to align the words. The 

high frequency of these categories makes the corpus more complex. If the corpus has these types of cases 

individually distributed in the different sentences of the corpus then the results of this program are very fine.     

The performance tends to deteriorate significantly when these approaches are applied to noisy complex 

corpora. The problem of adaptation of texts at the level the word is relatively complex especially in cases 

where texts contain not only of the text, but also the elements of formatting (layout), painting etc. if sentences 

are well-arranged in both bilingual texts, a sentences alignment is advantageous and increase the accuracy of 

the alignment remarkably .so it is better to use this program for texts having well-arranged sentences.  

B. Conclusion 

  Most of the research has work on sentence and word alignment for French. German, English or Chinese, 

using hansards of these countries for a reliable common bilingual database. But no such hansards exits in 

Hindi Urdu texts. Thus we are using parallel corpus from corpus mentioned above. The proposed algorithm 

uses the gale’s length based method for the word alignment and sentences alignment. The method is based 

on a simple statistic model. The model was motivated by the observation that the longer regions of text tends 

to have longer translation and that the shorter region of text tend have shorter translations. This work is very 

beneficial in developing bilingual dictionary and machine translation system. Thus our objective of the project 

is achieved. This proposed algorithm also is also fairly useful for closely related language with little 

modifications. 

C. Furure Scope 

  As an emerging research, there is so much of room for further development. In future, we would hope to 

extend the method by making use of linguistic information. The basic word alignment methods works on the 

word level of the plain text. Some discriminative methods are proposed to integrate various syntactic and 

lexical clues into the alignment models to improve alignment model to improve alignment quality. 
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